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PS9052 – Applicant Preference Type Table 

Description 
Optional table for Applicant Tracking module. Codes defined by colleges.  

Use this screen to create applicant preference type codes and define associated preference value 
amounts. These codes will be used to track preference types and compute the award to be given to a 
applicant receiving preference. Preference is awarded either as a fixed number of points or a fixed 
percentage of the raw score. This table is required when a preference type is to be entered on the 
Applicant Detail Screen (PS5013). 

To obtain a complete listing for the Applicant Preference Type Table, run DataExpress procedure 
PS9052R (from the Group Inform and Account PLIB). 

User Functions and Key Fields 
FUNC A (Add), C (Change), D (Delete), I (Inquire), L (List) 
KEY1 Enter a Preference Type 
KEY2 Leave blank 
KEY3 Leave blank 

Using the Screen 
You can perform the following functions on the Applicant Preference Type Table screen: 

To Use 
Add applicant preference types A (Add) function 
Change the indicator or value of the applicant type 
entered in the Key1 field. 

C (Change) function 

Delete the preference type entered in the Key1 field. D (Delete) function 
View information about a specific preference type 
entered in Key1 field. 

I (Inquire) function 

Display all applicant preference types sorted 
alphabetically 

L (List) function 

Move forward and backward through a list, one screen 
at a time 

Next and Prev function keys 

Data Field List 
Rvsn Date (display only)  Pref Percent/Points Indicator (required)  
Preference Type (Key1)  Pref Percent/Points Value  
Title (required)  

Revision Date (RVSN-DAY, RVSN-MO, RVSN-YR) 
Definition Display only. A system-generated date identifying when the last change was 

made on this table.  
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Preference Type (PREF-TYP) 
Definition Key1 field. A college-defined code identifying a category of applicants, for 

example, veterans or retired veterans, who can be assigned preference amounts 
that will be added to their application raw scores.  

Length 2 characters 

Preference Title 
Definition Entry required. A descriptive title for a preference type. 
Length 20 characters 

Percent/Points Indicator (PCT-PTS-IND) 
Definition Entry required. A code indicating whether the preference value is to be a 

percentage or a fixed number of points.  
Length 2 characters 
Values Maintained by SBCTC-ITD as follows:  

PC Percentage of raw score 
PT Number of points to be added to raw score. 

 

Preference Percent/Points (PREF-PCT-PTS) 
Definition A value indicating the percentage or points to be added to an applicant's raw 

score. Whether the content of this field is a percentage or points is determined by 
the Percent/Points Indicator. 

Length 5 digits, including two decimal places 
Format 999.99 
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